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a b s t r a c t

The confinement degradation of the energetic particles during RMP would be a key issue in success of
realizing the successful energy production using fusion plasma, because a 3.5 MeV energetic alpha
particle should be able to sustain the burning plasma after the ignition. As KSTAR recent results indicate
the generation of high-performance plasma(bp~3), the confinement of the energetic particles is also an
important key aspect in neutral beam driven plasma. In general, the measured absolute value of the
neutron intensity is generally used for to estimating the confinement time of energetic particles by
comparing it with the theoretical value based on transport calculations. However, the availability of, but
for its calculation process, many accurate diagnostic data of plasma parameters such as thermal and
incident fast ion density, are essential to the calculation process. In this paper, the time evolution of the
neutron signal from an He3 counter during the beam blank has permitted to facilitate the estimation of
the slowing down time of energetic particles and the method is applied to investigate the fast ion effect
on ELM suppressed KSTAR plasma which is heated by high energy deuterium neutral beams.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

ELM(Edge Localized Mode) suppression is known to be one of
key issues in ITER and near-future fusion reactors because the
diverter heat exceeds the present engineering limit during the ELM
transient period. Several suppressionmethods have been proposed,
but the most promising approach involves the application of a 3D
RMP(Resonant Magnetic-field Perturbation) field to the boundary
area of the plasma volume [1]. It is also well known that degrada-
tion of thermal ions and electron confinement occur during the
application of the RMP. However, there are limited studies on the
confinement of energetic particles.

Contrary to present research on medium size tokamaks, it is
expected that fast ion confinement, including alpha particle
confinement could be a major issue when RMP is applied to the
burning plasma state in ITER and other fusion reactors. As such,
particle confinement in the case of ELM suppression and the
application of RMP is a research topic of significant interest. KSTAR
has produced excellent results on ELM suppression, particularly
with regard to sustaining long pulse periods by applying pertur-
bative magnetic fields of low toroidal mode number [2]. During the

ELM suppression period by RMP, we note the fishbone (FB) activity
and mode amplitude of FB decreased with an increase of the RMP
intensity, but the energetic particle confinement is enhanced. The
main objective of the Korea Superconducting Tokamak Advanced
Research (KSTAR) program is the exploration of the underlying
physics and associated technologies related to the high-
performance steady state of a tokamak that are essential to the
operation of a fusion reactor. As such, its performance has been
extended over the current tokamak operation boundary year by
year, and recent results indicate the generation of high-
performance plasma (bp~3). In addition, the confinement of ener-
getic particles is also an important aspect in the overall confine-
ment in the case of neutral beam driven plasma in the KSTAR.

There are several direct diagnostic methods for evaluating the
fast ion transport behavior, including the FILD (Fast ion loss de-
tector), neutral particle analyzer (NPA), and FIDA(Fast-Ion D-alpha).
However, they each require significant effort to deduce the
confinement time from the raw experimental data. As a result, in-
direct methods such as neutron measurement are generally used to
analyze fast ion behavior because neutron production is propor-
tional to the fast ion intensity in beam driven plasma, [3e6].
However, neutron emission is a complicated function of many* Corresponding author.
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plasma parameters. In particular, the Zeff (Effective Z number) is an
important parameter in estimating thermal ion density. It is
necessary to establish an accurate information of the plasma profile
in advance of estimating slowing down time measurement. As
such, the fast time response of the signal is used instead of the
absolute value and a scintillator detector is generally utilized to
determine the time response of neutron signals due to their fast
time response. However, the scintillator detector has a drawback of
the gamma discrimination. Alternatively, a convention propor-
tional counter using He3 filled or FC (fission counter) facilitates
more accurate gamma discrimination but encounters difficulty
during pulse shaping at high speeds. In this paper, we applied the
He3 and FC for fast response neutron measurements with a field
programmable gate array (FPGA), and a fast digital signal processor
(DSP), with a good time resolution to the time response of the
neutron signal [7]. In addition, the decay time of the beam blank
period is used, where the blank beam time should be performed for
CES(Charge Exchange Spectroscopy), and MSE(Motional Stark
Emission) for background noise subtraction. Fig. 1 shows top view
of KSTAR with NBI and diagnostic system.

The neutron decay time at the beam heated plasma is given in
many textbooks as [5,8];

tn ¼ te
3
ln

 
E1:5b þ E1:5c

E1:5n þ E1:5c

!
(1)

where te is the slowing-down time of the electrons, and En is the
energy at which the fusion reactivity decreases to e-1 of its value at
Eb. It is nominally set to zero. So by comparing the calculated
slowing down time tn with the measured one tmn, the difference
tn � tmn or the ratio, 1� tmn=tn corresponds to the addition
abnormal MHD activity.

Fig. 2 shows diagrammatic representations of both the con-
ventional andmodified newmethod. In the conventional method, a
very short pulse of a neutral beam is injected into the target plasma,
and the decay time of the neutron signal is used to estimate the
slowing down time of energetic particles. In these cases of the new
method, the decay time during the blank beam period is used (gray
area in Fig. 2(b)), even though slowing down time is a little bit
overestimated due to existing beam ion. Since the blank beam is
generally used for other diagnostic purposes, it can be combined
with other beam diagnostics to satisfy the requirement of a high-
speed linear response neutron detector for slowing down time
measurement. The beam blank is used for CES (charge exchange
spectroscopy) measurements at normal operation or naturally oc-
curs during the fault mode of the NBI beam. A nominal blank period
of a beam for diagnostic purposes is about 10 msec, and the ret-
rigger time for the NBI interlock is set to 10e20msec. Therefore, the
plasma parameters do not change very much during the blank
period, and this facilitates measurement of the slowing down time.
In general, the central electron temperature and stored energy
decrease by less than 10%. The feasibility test of a new method is
done on shot # 18483 as shown in Fig. 3, where the ITB(Internal
Transport Barrier), L and H-mode are formed a single shot. Firstly,
ITB is formed at inboard limited plasma and the ion temperature
increases up to 6 keV inweakly reverse shear q profile, but it comes
back transition to L-mode. It also transitioned to H-mode around
5.8s with detaching from the inboard limiter to diverted plasma.
Note that during the H-mode(6e7s), broadband MHD activity with
a frequency up to 100 kHz was measured as shown in Fig. 3. The
beam voltage of each ion source was 100 keV, 65 keV and 95 keV.
The ratio of themeasured to theoretical slowing down time is about
80e90% in the L-mode and drops to 50% in the H-mode as shown in
(e). When the spectogram of MC(Mirnov Coil) shown in Fig. 3(b) is

examined, a significant increase in the amplitude for toroidal mode
numbers of 1 and 2 is observed. It is located at q < 2 based on the
ECE(Electron Cyclotron Emission) spectrogram signal. Another
interesting observation is that during the interval ranging from 3 to
6 s(L-mode), the mode amplitude decrease corresponds to an

Fig. 1. Schematic view of NBI and diagnostic system in KSTAR.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of neutron decay time measurement. (a) Conventional
method. (b) New method. The beam pulse is represented as a red block and the
neutron signal as blue and purple arrows. The shaded region represents the diagnostic
area of the new method during beam blank. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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[a]                                 [b]                   
Fig. 3. Time evolution of the plasma discharge of shot #18483: (a) plasma current (b) electron temperature, (c) plasma density, (d) neutral beam power, (e) neutron flux (f) stored
energy, (g) slowing down time (solid line represents calculated values), (h) tmn =tn , where three beam blank are used at 2.5, 4.5, 6.5 s and [b] spectrogram and integrated mode
amplitude from Mirnov coil.

Fig. 4. Time evolution of the plasma discharge of shot #19134[a]: (a) plasma current (b) RMP amplitude, (c) D-a signal, (d) electron density, (e) electron temperature, (f) stored
energy. [b] spectrogram from Mirnov coils showing the MHD activity and from 5.5s, strong fish bone activity is observed during ELM suppressed period by RMP.
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increase of the neutron signal. However, no significant change is
observed in the slowing down time from the neutron signal.
Therefore, in order to evaluate the beam transport loss in relation to
the MHD mode activity, two separate evidence should be consid-
ered. The first one is the change of the slowing down time and the
second one is the corresponding mode amplitude change.

KSTAR has demonstrated excellent ELM suppression using n¼ 1,
or n ¼ 2, or combination of both. The #19134 shows a typical ELM
suppression discharge using n¼ 2 RMPwhere q95 is approximately
4 and the toroidal phase is 90�. It is interesting to note that as soon
as RMP is applied, the fishbone-likeMHD activity is appeared and is
maintained during RMP as shown in Fig. 4(b). The chirp frequency
is also observed at interferometer fluctuations signal. ELM is sup-
pressed at approximately 5 s as soon as the RMP is applied.

This is similar to the recent observation in DIII-D that during
ELM suppressed fully non-inductive hybrid discharge, benign
fishbone-like oscillation appeared during ECCD(Electron Cyclotron
Current Drive) replacing previous Alfven eigenmode activity and
reducing anomalous beam ion diffusion by a factor of 2 [9]. As
shown in Fig. 4(b), maximum frequency of the fishbone is found to
be 17 kHz with chirping frequency about 7 kHz. The frequency of
fishbone keeps 17 kHz where it started for 1 ms while mode
amplitude grows and saturate. Then for the next 1e1.5 ms mode
amplitude decreases together with chirping down of the frequency
to the plasma rotation frequency. It has been found that q ¼ 1
surface is about r ¼ 15 cm and CES observation indicates that
toroidal rotation frequency is about 10 kHz. In other words, fish-
bone frequency at plasma-rest frame is about 7 kHz. This obser-
vation is a little different with result from ASDEX-U where fishbone
mode has maximum amplitude when frequency is chirped down to

rotation frequency and then mode gradually disappears [10].
It is widely accepted that this activity has two possible origins.

One is the excitation through the resonant interaction of a fast-ion
population in the plasmawith the kinkmode near the q¼ 1 surface
[11]. The other one is inclusion of the diamagnetic effect of ions that
ion-viscosity related momentum transfer drives the mode [12e14].
If we assume that fishbone mode we observed is driven unstable
through resonant hot particle e kink mode interaction, Krass.et al.
has shown that to access fishbone unstable region, either density,
or core electron temperature should be increased in order that hot
particle beta can excess critical beta for destabilization. But one can
see that from Fig. 5, plasma density reduced while core Te remains
constant during the RMP injection. Clearly this is not our case and
we can guess that our fishbone mode is probably not energetic
particle-driven mode. To understand this point more clearly, we
analyzed hot particle trajectory in more detail using test particle
trajectory simulation.

Fig. 5(b) shows the beam trajectory of barely trapped and
passing beam using orbit code(NuBDeC) and small number of
particle is located in the trapped region and is overlapped with
q¼ 1 surface [15]. To check existence of trapped particles deposited

Fig. 5. Time evolution of the plasma discharge of shot #18594[a]: (a) plasma current, (b) neutral beam power, (c) amplitude of RMP, (d) D-a, (e) electron density, (f) electron
temperature, (g) calculated (solid line) and measured slowing down time(black circle) (h) stored energy. [b] orbit analysis shows that some particles are located in the trapped
region and their trajectory is located on q ¼ 1 surface.

Table 1
The thermal and fast ion components for various RMP amplitudes. The calculation is
done by TRANSP using profile data as shown in Fig. 6.

Time(sec) 6.8 12.2 18.7
RMP(kA/t.) 1 1.6 2.3
Wmhd(kJ) 385 360 316
F_thermal(%) 53 50 47
F_fast(%) 47 50 52
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by NBI, we introduce the momentum phase space analysis of beam
ions. The three-dimensional orbit is projected to a two-dimensional
space for the conserved momentum on axisymmetric system: the
canonical toroidal angular momentum and magnetic momentum.
With single-energy ions, a geometrical point can be illustrated as a
group of momentums. Particles passing the point on the line of a
given an arbitrary R position (fixed Z position of magnetic axis)
form a hyperbolic line and it is shown on the left of Fig. 5(b). Each
line means high/low field side plasma boundary passing(purple/
green respectively), magnetic axis passing (blue), and maximum
value of hyperbolic lines (black). Thus, trapped particles are rep-
resented by the area surrounded by black line because particle can
only passing low field side not high field side. Deposited fast ions by
NBI1-A with 100 keV energy is projected on the phase space as red
dots on the left of Fig. 5(b). We test a trapped particle whether it
crosses the q ¼ 1 surface or not. Only barely trapped particles orbit
(black banana line) pass through the q ¼ 1 surface presented by the
inner green line in the right of Fig. 5(b). Its precession frequency is
3.5 kHz which is half of the measured fishbone frequency. Deeper
trapped particles does not pass the q ¼ 1 surface. The other beam
source NBI1eB does not generate trapped ions too. Single particle
trajectory calculation also shows fast particles due to NBI does not
have enough trapped particle fraction to drive fishbone and char-
acteristic frequency of barely trapped particle does not match to the
experimental observation. More importantly, when RMP is applied,
fast particle loss would increase and hot particle beta would
decrease, which is unfavorable for fishbone drive. Effect of RMP on
fast particle would be discussed in detail in the next paragraph. All
these evidences indicate that our fishbone is ion-diamagnetic type.
Following Coppi et al., fishbone frequency of the diamagnetic
branch is given approximately as

u*i ¼
ckq
eBn

dpi⊥
dr

(2)

Assuming pressure as p ¼ nkT, with kinetically reconstructed
EFIT(Equilibrium FIT), we can calculate pressure gradient. Setting
R(q95) ¼ 15 cm, n ¼ 2.9*1019/cm3, diamagnetic frequency or fish-
bone frequency is found to be about 7.8 kHz which is in well match
with experiment observation. Also, during RMP, plasma bp has
been increased which is key-point for destabilization of diamag-
netic type fishbone instability. Even though there is no explicit
evidence that this is ion diamagnetic branch fishbone, detailed
understanding on fast particles reveals ion-diamagnetic nature of
the fishbone instability.

To investigate the dependence of the RMP amplitude on the fast
ion behavior, the former is increased from 1 kA/t to 3 kA/t in
#18594, where the RMP is applied from 5 s onwards and the field
intensity is increased as shown in Fig. 5(a)(c). Before ELM sup-
pression, tmn does not change and is independent of the RMP
amplitude. However, after ELM suppression at approximately 12 s,
tmn increases and tn � tmn decreases with RMP. The global tmn is
proportional to RMP, but the local fast ion loss may be related to the
island structure around the pedestal and the direction in which the
RMP is applied. Mode amplitude of n ¼ 1 also decreased during
ELM suppression period as shown in Fig. 7. When we compare the
result of fast ion fraction at 12.2 s with 18.7 s, it is seen that the
fraction of the fast ion component is increased as shown in Table 1,
and tn � tmn (corresponds to abnormal beam diffusion) decreases.
The calculated ion diamagnetic frequency based on the plasma
profile as shown in Fig. 6 is about 8 kHz and the measured fre-
quency is about a few kHz so that measured fish bone activity is
between ion diamagnetic and barely trapped particle frequency as
in reference 12. Note that deviatedmeasured decay constant values
around 6,12, 19s in Fig. 5(g) could be omitted from analysis because

they are on ELM event or one beam source is on.
In summary, an experiment to measure the slowing down time

of fast ions in beam driven KSTAR plasmas was performed for
various discharge cases using new method in neutron diagnostics.
These measurements were performed during the beam blip time
for plasma diagnostics based on a pulse mode He3 neutron counter.

Fig. 6. Plasma profiles for RMP ELM-suppressed discharge for different RMP
amplitudes.

Fig. 7. Mode amplitude measured by Mirnov coils.



The feasibility study demonstrated that the blank beam method
could be useful for estimating the slowing down time of fast ions in
KSTAR. For example, the measured slowing down time for the ITB
and L-mode is nearly the same as the calculated value. Moreover,
themeasured slowing down time is less than the theoretical one for
the H-mode, and this is likely due to MHD activity. During the ELM
suppression period due to RMP, fishbone (FB) activity with the
frequency of a few kHz was observed. The FB mode amplitude
decreased and corresponding MHD activity measured by neutron
diagnostics is also decreased with the RMP intensity.
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